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Professional Practice
Maker & Living Things grower at Fab City Hub Barcelona (2020)

The Fab City Hub is part of a bigger vision: the Fab City model which has 
challenged Barcelona, amongst other cities in the world, to become active 
participants in producing everything consumed by 2054. The Barcelona’s 
Hub is working to understand, learn and experiment with projects aiming 
for urban self-sufficiency within food, energy and materials. The Hub is 
using the productive potential of Poblenou district, to become locally 
produced and globally connected.

Intern at Waag FabLab, Amsterdam (2019)
Developing my interest in open design, digital fabrication and open hard-
ware. Learning how to work in a Fablab, use and manage its machines. 
Supporting ongoing projects and the Open Thursday program. And having 
access to tools, machines and support to develop my own projects and 
produce prototypes in the environment of Waag which aims to make 
technology & society more open, fair and inclusive.

Interior architect collaborator at ba-architectes, Brussels (2015-2018)
Housing and building renovation and extension, from design to site supervi-
sion. Exploring the possibilities of doing something new by keeping the old 
(inspired by the wabi-sabi and kintsugi Japanese’s concepts) and the 
possibilities of putting back into use some old constructive materials with 
the principle of a circular economy.

Short training in cabinetmaking and fine carpentry at Atelier 365, Brussels 
(2018)

Basic knowledge of woodwork, wood technology, the use of different tools 
and machines, design and construction of assemblies.

Short training in circular economy in construction site at Brussels environment 
IBGE (2018)

Demonstration of the technical and financial feasibility of a more rational 
use of material (constructive techniques to reduce the amount of waste, 
alternative proposals for implementation facilitating assembly and disas-
sembly, practical information on materials and their potential for reuse).

Student Intern at OpenStructures Studio, Brussels (2013)
Exploring the movements of social design, open design and new form of 
designing with the OpenStructures platform which explores the possibility 
of a modular construction model where anyone designs for everyone on the 
basis of one shared geometrical grid.

Student Intern at Lhoas&Lhoas architects, Brussels (2012)
First experience in a architecture office, working on models and visuals. 

Student Intern at Alexandra Hannick Interior Architect, Brussels (2012)
First experience on site and at the supplier. 

Education
Master’s degree in visual and space arts at ESA-Institut St Luc, 
Brussels (2014) 
option: interior architeture and scenography

Bachelor’s degree in visual and space arts at ESA-Institut St Luc, 
Brussels (2013) option: interior architecture 

Workshops & Collaborations
Rethink the modular, USM Master Class at Domaine de Boisbuchet, 
France (2014) 

Selected Exhibitions
Project 50, USM International Showroom Exhibition at the 
showroom of Paris, France (2015)

Rethink the modular, USM Exhibition at Salone dei Tessuti for the 
Milan Design Week, Italy (2015)

Designing Scarcity, Exhibition Contributor to the research model 
at Het Nieuwe Instituut, Netherland (2014) 

Skills
Design thinking, Concept development, Project managment, 
Prototyping, Open-design, Co-design, Digital fabrication, Parametric 
design, Bio material design 

Languages
French (native)  
English (professional practice)  
Dutch (basic knowledge)  
Spanish (basic knowledge)  

Interests
Cycling, slow traveling, art, live music, plants, fermentation, macro-
biotic, veganism, zero waste thinking



Selected projects



Born as part of my studies, 
grew up with an internship at 
OpenStructures_Studio and continued 
its development at Waag Fablab.

Etcetera Project 
Evolutionary furniture proposal



Research on the concept of the 
ephemeral in design (think about 
the transition of things to avoid 
waste or unnecessary storage).

It explores the possibilities of a 
constructive system that works 
for interior design in the same 
way as a mecano game:

Assembly and disassembly takes 
precedence over single-use fasteners. 
The main function of the furniture 
created with the system is to adapt 
to all situations and desires.



Use an infinitely 
renewable fastening 
system

Allow a great 
possibility of hooks

Define a palette of 
components that can be 
infinitely complemented 
by sharing common 
measurements
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The constructive principle 
develops in 3 points :

(www.openstructures.family)

http://www.openstructures.net








Participation in the USM’s workshop 
at Domaine de Boisbuchet to 
rethink the modular and to exhibit 
the result of the researches at the 
Milan Design Week and in the USM’s 
showroom all over the world.





Selection of projects showing 
my last 10 months into the 
Waag Fablab of Amsterdam.
(more on my documentation online: maudb.gitlab.io/dok)

Fablab projects

http://maudb.gitlab.io/dok


Research about new composite 
material with mycelium and straw. 

The mycelium is the vegetative part 
of mushrooms consisting of a mass 
of branched and filiform hyphae. It is 
a material that already shows a lot of 
interest because of the rapid way it 
develops by feeding on organic matter 
and due to the mass of branched 
hyphae that makes it compact.

Some way to assembly straws can be 
very strong just by itself. If we were to 
grow mycelium into those structures, 
the mycelium will become the glue and 
will make this structure even stronger.





Fab Life

Managing the fablab and its machines, 
supporting ongoing projects from Waag 
and the Open Thursday program by 
helping people to develop their projects.





Research about hydroculture (in process)

Make a bioponic shelf to grow herbs 
and vegetables with a circular water 
system feeded by compost juice. 
The system will be powered by solar 
panel and controlled by computer. 





BioLab Kitchen

The aim of the project is to create 
a “BioHack Set Up” that anybody 
can easily build and use at home 
in order to give the possibility to 
everybody to reimagine all aspects 
of food, waste and living systems for 
an emerging bio-circular economy 
and for a bio-based future. 





Selection of woodworking projects 



Experience with machines and 
practical exercises of hand 
precision cutting and assembly.



Upcycling of wooden railroad sleepers

All of wooden sleepers are substitued 
by concrete sleepers on Belgian 
railways. But we can reuse them 
in a plenty of different way.



The proposal is to turn them into 
street furniture. That’s good because 
the small train stations and the ravels 
are not all equiped with seating. 
With a simple transformation, we 
can use the wooden sleepers as 
new wooden public benches.

matière première réalisation

exploitation forestière et débitage

production

utilisation

remplacement des traverses en 
bois par des travesres en béton

recyclage

transport sur chantier

réalisation

utilisation

déchets utilisés en 
tant que pellets

fin de vie

Les traverses de chemin de fer en bois sont 
à l’abandon depuis que INFRABEL a décidé de les 
remplacer par des traverses en béton.
Nous avons dès lors décidé de récupérer ces 
morceaux de bois massif afin de leur donner une 
seconde vie. 

Notre intervention consiste à créer des bancs publics 
qui viendraient réaménager les gares désaffectées qui 
elles aussi se font délaisser par INFRABEL mais aussi 
les parcs, les ravels , etc....

Il s’agit de partir d’une traverse standard et de la découper, 
raboter et traiter de manière à obtenir les différentes pièces 
du banc.

L’assemblage se fait à mi-bois.
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Selection of architectural projects 



EPDM rubber playground for a 
specialized school of girls with 
T2-type mental retardation.

Ecole Joie de Vivre





La tricoterie is a cooperative that 
organizes civic and cultural activities 
and offers multipurpose spaces.

La tricoterie



Create an intimate 
acoustic room in the 
heart of Brussels

Manage the traffic 
between the different 
rooms in a smarter way

Create an exceptional 
green space inside the 
island of construction
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Thanks to the success of their 
activities in the mixed neighborhood in 
which they are established, meetings 
were held, social connections are 
created and ambitions grow. The 
idea of   a chamber of acoustic music 
and / or intimate theater was born.

The old industrial wasteland has an 
inner courtyard lower than the main 
level. The new room, which needs 
a large irregular volume (for the 
amplification and reverberation of 
sounds) can therefore be established 
in the floor of the yard. Above 
this, comes a whole complex of 
terrace and garden suspended on 
different levels (to maximize the 
volume of the room below).









Selection of pictures taken during the 
time I was working at ba-architectes.

Experience of construction site
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